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In this paper, firstly the concept of P-regularity, which is a generalization of both the 

concept of "orthodox" and the concept of "(special) involution" (see [7D, is introduced in the 

class of regular semigroups, and secondly the structure of P-regular semigroups is discussed 

S 1. Introductiom 

Let S be a regular semigroup, and Es the set of idempotemts of S. Let P be a 

subset of Es Such that P2 c Es and qPlq c P for all q e P, where P1 is the adjunction 

of the identity I to P. Let V(a) be the set of inverses of a for each a e S. Let Qp(S) = 

{a e S: There exists a* e V(a) such that aPla*cP and a*Plac P}. Then, it is easy 

to see that Qp(S) satisfies the following 

(C.1.1) (1) Qp(S) is regular subsemigroup of S 

(2) PcQp(S). 
(3) Every (Green's) L-class [R-class] of Qp(S) contains at least one 

element of P 

(4) For any a e Qp(S), there exists a* e V(a) such that a* e Qp(S) and 

aPla*, a*Plaq:P. 

Let T be a regular semigroup, and P a subset of ET. If T satisfies 

(C.1.2) (1) each L-class of T contains an element of P; and each R-class of T 

contains an elernent of P, 

(2) P2 cET, and 

(3) for qeP, qPlqcP, 

then T' is called a weakly P-regular semigroup. For a e T, an element a*e T such 

that a* e V(.a), aPla*cP and a*Pla cP is called a P-inverse of a (of course, such a 

P-inverse a* not necessarily exists f'or a given a e T), and (a, a*) is called a P-regular 

pair. Let Vp(a) be the set of all P-inverses of a. 

If a weakly P-regular semigroup T f'urther satisfes 
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(C.1.3) for any a e T, Vp(a)~c:1, 

then T is called a P-regular semigroup. 

The subsemigroup Qp(S) of S is a P-regular semigroup. Hence, it is obvious 

that if S is a weakly P-regular semigroup then Qp(S) is a full P-regular subsemigroup 

of S. It is easily seen as follows : It is already seen that Qp(S) is P-regular. Let feEs' 

Then, there exist p, q e P such that f~p, f~q, where ~P and ~ are Green's L- and 

R-relations respectively, Now, pq e Es, and pq~q, pq~p. Hence, qp=f. Thus, 
Es C P2. This implies P2 = Es, and hence Es C Qp(S) 

Further, in this case Qp(S) is the greatest P-regular subsemigroup of S. If a 

regular semigroup S is [weakly] P-regular f'or a subset P of Es, then the set P is called 

a [weak] characteristic set (abbrev., a [weak] C-set) in S. This concept of a C-set 

is a generalization of both the concept of a P-system (.see [8]) in a regular semigroup 

and the concept of the set of projections (see [6]) in a regular *-semigroup. In Nordahl 

and Scheiblich [4], it has bcen firstly noted that every L-class [R-class] of a regular 

*-semigroup contains just one projection 

If {Pi : i e I} = Q is a set of [weak] C-sets in a regular semigroup S, then S is 

called [weakly] {Pi : i e I}-regular or, sometimes simply, [weakly] ~-regular 

EXAMPLE. Let S be a regular semigroup, and let P c Es' Consider the following 

special cases : 

(C.1.4) (1)1 Each L-class of S contains just one element of P. 

(1). Each R-class of S contains just one element of P. 

(2) P = Es ' 

If S is P-regular, and P satisfies 

I (C.1.4), (2) 

II 

III 

IV 

I
 

II 

III 

IV 

res pectively . 

f/ , (1)1' (1). 

, then S is 

ff , (2), (1)l[(2), (1).] 

f/ , (2), (1)1' (1)* 

orthodox 

a regular *-semigroup having P as its projections (see [8]) 

a left inverse [a right inverse] semigroup (see [5]) 

an mverse semrgroup 

Further, it is easy to see that if S is a {P1' P2}-regular semigroup and if P1 and 

P2 satisfy (C.1.4), (2) and (C.1.4), (1)1' (1), respectively, then S is an orthodox *-semi-
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group havmg P2 as rts projections 

As was seen in Example above, the class of orthodox semigroups and the class 

of regular *-semigroups are contained in the class of P-regular semigroups. In this 

paper, we shall study the structure of P-regular semigroups, and also that of weakly 

P-regular semigroups. 

S 2. B;asic properties 

As was shown above, if S is a '.'Jeakly P-regular semigroup, Qp(S) = {a e S : a has 

a P-inverse} is the greatest P-regular subsemigroup of S and contains Es' This Qp(S) 

is called the inner part of S, and in particular it is denoted by Np(.S). 

THEOREM 2.1. The inner part Np(S) of a weakly P=regular semigroup is P-

regular. Accordingly, every P=regular semigroup can be obtained as the inner 

part of a. weakly P-regular semigroup. 

PRooF. Obvious. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. For a P-regular semigroup S, the following two conditions 

are equivalent: 

(1) P=Es' 
'~) P2cP. 

PRooF. Assume that P2 cP. For feEs' there exists f* e Vp(f). Hence, f*= 

f*ffJf*eP2cPcEs' Thus, f=ff*f*feP. Hence, P=Es' Conversely, if P=Es 
then P2 c Es = P 

PRoposmoN 2.3. Let f: S~'T be a homomorphism of a [weakly] P-regular 
semigroup S onto a regularsemigroup T. Let P={qf: q eP}. Then, Tis a [weakly] 

P-regular semigroup. 

PRooF. Assume that S is weakly P-regular. Since P c Es' Pfc Esf= ET. That 

is, FcET. For qfeP, qfPlqf=(qf)(Plf)(qf)c(qPlq)fcPf=P. For any d = afe T, 
there exist p, q e P such that a~7p and a~q. Then, af~Ppf and af~qf, and pf, qfe P. 

Therefore, every L-class of T contains an element of F ; and every R-class of T contains 

an element of P. Thus, T is weakly P-regular. Next, assume that S is P-regular. 

Of course, T is weakly P-regular as was shown above. Let afeT. Then, there exists 

a*eVp(a). Now, (af)(a*J')=(aa*)fe~5. Similarly, (a*f)(af)=(a*a)feF. For any 

qfe P, (af)(qf)(a~f) =(aqa*)feP and (a*.f)(qf)(af) =(a*qa)feP. Since a*fe 
V(af), a~"'fe Vp(af). 

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let S be a regular semigroup, and P a subset of Es such that 

p n L~ [1 and P n R~ cll for each L-class L and R-class R of S. Then, the following 
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(1)-(3) are equivalent : 

(1) S is weakly P-regular. 

(2) For any q eP, qPlqcP; and if (a, a*), (b, b*) are regular pairs such that 

aPla*, a*PlacP and bPlb*, b*PlbcP, then (ab, b*a*) is a regular pair such that 

abPlb*a* cP and b*a*PlabcP. 
(3) For any p, q e P, pqp e P and qp e V(pq) . 

PRooF. (1)=>(2) and (2)=>(3) are obvious, (3)~(1): Since pq e V(qp) for p, q e 

P, pq(qp)pq =pq. Hence, (pq)2=pq. Thus, P2 cEs' Since pPlpcP f'or p e P, 
S is weakly P-regular. 

PROPOSrrION 2.5. In a weakly P-regular semigroup, 
(1)_ P2 = Es ' 

(2) for feEs, f* e Vp(f) implies f* e Es' 

PRooF. Let f* e Vp(f). Then f f =fff e P CE Hence f J'rf"f*feP 
That is, Es =P2. 

PROPOSrrION 2.6. Let S be a P-regular semigroup, a.nd let a e S. Let e, f be 

elements of P such that e~aJ~ff. Then, there exists a unique a*e Vp(a) such that 

aa* =e and a*a =f. 

PRooF. Smce S rs a regular semigroup, there exists a'e V(a) such that aa'=e 

and a'a =f. Since S is P-regular, there exists d e Vp(a) such that aPldcP and ~Plac 

P. Now, aPla'=aa'aa'aPla'adaa' aa'aPdaa'cePecP, Similarly, a'PlacP 
Hence, a' e Vp(a) 

COROLLARY. Let a, b be two elements of a P-regular semigroup S. Then, 
a~~b (where ~~ is Green's H-reglation) if and only if there exist a' e Vp(a) and b' e 

Vp(b) such that aa'=bb' and a'a= b'b. 

S 3. T~e semigroEEp of P-regwHar paivs 

Let S be a P-regular semigroup. Let S* = {(a, a*) : a e S (a, a*) is a P-regular 

pair} . Then, 

PRoposmoN 3.1. (1) S* is a regular *-se7nigroup under the binvry o~eration ' 

and the unary operation # de_fined by 

(a, a*).(b, b*)=(ab, b*a*), 

(a, a*)#=(a*, a) . 

(2) The set of all projections of the regulal' *-selnigl'oup S* is P*={(.P, P): 

p e P}. 
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PRooF. (1): By Proposition 2.4, it is obvious that S* is a semigroup. Since 

(a, a*) e S* implies (a*, a) e S*, S* is regular and # satisfies (i) ((a, a*)#)#=(a, a*), 

(ii) ((a, a*).(b, b*))#=(b, b*)#.(a, a*)#, and (iii) (a, a*).(a, a*~#.(a, a*)=(a, a*). 

Hence. S* is a regular *-semigroup 

(2) : Every element of P* is obviously a projection. Conversely, Iet (a, a*) 

be a projection. Then, (a, a*) =(a*, a), and hence a = a* and a is an idempotent 

Hence, a =aa* e P. That is, (a, a*) e P*. 

PRoposrrloN 3.2. IfSis a band [an orthodox semigroup], then S* is also a band 

[an orthodox semigroup]. 

PRooF. Obvious. 
Let f be the mapping of S* to S defined by (a, a*)f= a. Then, f is clearly a 

homomorphism, and af-1={(a, a*) : a*eVp(a)}. Therefore, if we define af-1 by 
r,_'~h(a.), then S * = { c~~(.a) : a e S} becomes a regular semigroup under the multiplication 

c~p(a)c~p(b)=c~k(ab) frJr a, b e S, 

and is isomorphic to S. 

From the results above, 

THEOREM 3.3. For any regular P-semigroup S, there exist a regular *-semigroup 

S* and a homomorphism f of S* onto S such that P*f=P, where P* is the set of 

projections of S*. Accordingly, every P-regular semigroup is a ho?nomorphic 

image of a regular *-semigroup. 

Let {Pi : i e I} be a family of C-sets in a regular semigroup S ; hence, S is {Pi 

i e I}-regular. Consider a Pi-regular semigroup Si f'or each i, where Si = S as a regular 

semigroup. Let rl:{Si : i e I} = T be the direct product of Pi-regular semigroups St 

Denote an element of T by (xi)i=1 (the i-th coordinate is xi e Si f'or all i e I) 

Consider ~p = {((xi)i~1' (x~)i=1) : (xi)i~1 e T, and each xt is a Pi-inverse of x~} 

Then, ~P becomes a regular *-semigroup under the following binary operation ' and 

the unary operation # : 

((x,)*=1' (x* ),=1) ((y*)*~1' (yt)~=1) 

= ((xiyi)i=1' (ytxt)i=1) ' 

((x*)*=1' (x, ),~1) = ((x~). (x.)i=1) ' 
' *=1' ' 

Now, consider the mapping c : ((xi)i~1' (xt)i~1)ip = (xi)i=r 

Then, ip is a surjective.. homomorphism of bp onto rl{Si : i e I} = T. Since ~ : S~* 

T defined by x~ = (xi)i=1' where xi = x for all i e 1', is an injective homomorphism, we 

have the following result : 

THEOREM 3.4. If S is a {Pi: i e I}-regular semigroup, then S is embedded in a 
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homomorphic image of a regular *-semigroup. 

S 4. Comstrwctiom 

As was shown in S3, every P-regular semigroup can be obtained as a homomorphic 

image of a regular *-semigroup. Hence, the problem of constructing all possible 

P-regular semigroups is reduced to the f'ollowing two problems 

I. Description of all congruences on a given regular semigroup 

II. Construction of regular *-semigroups 

The frst problem I is too routine to state here. We may only consider the usual 

description of congruences on general semigroups (for example, see [1]). The second 

problem 11 has been completely solved by the previous papers [6] and [7] of one of 

the authors (f'or the construction of fundamental regular *-semigroups, see also Imaoka 

[2]). In particular, it has been shown in [6] that every fundamental regular *-semi-

group is obtained as a full regular *-subsemigroup of the Munn semigroup TF over a 

f'undamental regular warp F. Further, it has been also shown in [7] that a general 

regular *-semigroup can be obtained as a *-regular product of a f'lJndamental regular 

*-semigroup and a certain special partial groupoid which is a union of groups 

Next, Iet S bc a P-regular semigroup. Then, we have the following result which 

rs a generalization of the description of the maximum idempotent-separating con-

gruence for a regular *-semigroup (see [3], [6]) 

PRoposrrloN 4.1. The maximum idempotent-separating congruence T on S 
js given by 

(C.4.1) a T b if and only if there exist a* e Vp(a) and b* e Vp(b) such tllat axa*= 

bxb* and a*xa = b*xb for all x e P. 

PRooF. Let us denote the given relation by ll･ It is easy to see that /1 is reflexive 

and symmetric. Suppose that a p b and b fl/ c. Then, there exist a'e Vp(a), b', b* e 

Vp(b) and c* e Vp(c) such_ that a'xa =b'xb, axa'=bxb', b*xb=c*xc and bxb*=cxc* 

for all x e P. by simple calculation, we have aa'b=b, ab'b=a, bb'a =a, cc*b=b, 

cb*b=c and bb*c=c. Let ~ = b*ba'bb'. Then, by using the results above it is easy 

to see that d e Vp(a). Let ~ = b*bc*bb'. Then, similarly ~ e Vp(.c). Now, it frJllows 

by simple calculation that axd=cx~ and dxa = ~xc f'or x e P. Hence, p is an equi-

valance relation. It is easy to see that a ke b implies acp bc and ca p cb for any c e S 

Thus, p is a congruence. Next, we prove that p is idempotent-separating. Suppose 

that e, fe Es and e pf. Then, exe' =fnf' and e'xe =f'~f for some e' e Vp(e), f' e Vp(f) 

and for all x e P. Hence, f'(e'e)f= e'(e'e)e=e'e. Now, ef= ee'ef= ee'(e'e)ef= e,.f'(e'e)f 

= ef'e'ef= ee'e=e. On the other hand, e(ff')e' =fff'f'=ff'. Hence, ef= ef(ff')f'f= 

ee(ff')e'e=e(ff')e'f=ff'f=f. Thus, e =f. Therefore, // is idempotent-separating. 

Finally, Iet p be any idempotent-separating congruence on S. If a p b then a~b. 
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Then, by Corollary to Proposition 2.6 it f'ollows that aa'= bb' and a'a=b'b for some 

a'e Vp(a) and b'e Vp(b). Then, a'=a'aa'=a'bb', a'ab'=b'bb'=b'. Therefore, apb 

implies a'ab'pa'bb'. This shows that b'pa'. Since p is a congruence, a p b and 

b'pa' imply axa'pbxb' and a'xap b'xb for x e P. Since axa', bxb', a'xa and b'xb 

are idempotents, we have axa'=bxb' and a'xa=b'xb f'or x e P. Hence, p cll. 
Consequently, /1 is the maximum idempotent-separating congruence on S. 

Let S be a fundamental P-regular semigroup. Then, S* is a regular *-semigroup 

and the set of projections is P* = {(p, p) : p e P}. Hence, S* is a P*-regular semigroup. 

Let 1: be the maximum idempotent-separating congruence on S*, and assume that oc T p 

for oc, peS*. Let ce=(a, a*) and p=(b, b*). Then, f'ciJr any (p, p) e P*, (a, a*)(p, p) ' 

(a*, a)=(b, b*)(p, p)(b*, b) and (a*, a)(p, p)(a, a*)=(b*, b)(p, p)(b, b*). Hence, 

(apa*, apa*)=(bpb*, bpb*) and (a*pa, a*pa)=(b*pb, b*pb). Therefo're, apa*= 
bpb* and a*pa = b*pb for all p e P. Since S is f'undamental, it f'ollows from Propo-

sition 4.1 above that a = b and a*=b*. Hence, (a, a*)=(b, b*). Thus, S* is funda-

mental. Since S is a homomorphic image of S*, we have the f'ollowing ' 

THEOP-.EM 4.2. A fundamental P-regular semigroup is a homomorphic i7nage 

of a fundamental regular *-semigroup. 

Finally, we obtain the following from the results above 

THEOREM 4.3. Let S be a fundarnental regular *-semigroup, and P the set of 

projections of S. Let ~ be a congruence on S, and let P={p: peP}, where p=p~. 

Then. S/~ (.=S) is a P-regular semigroup. If T is the maximum idempotent-
separating congruence on ~, then S/T is a fundamental ~_regular semigroup, where 

P={pl: p e P}. 

Conversely, every fundamental P-regular semigroup can be obtained in this 

fashion. 
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